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U. receives $3 million donation
By Maiy Beth Hurlha
ASSISTANT EDITOR

I\vo alumni presented $3 million to the University Friday, making the largest donation in the
institution's history.
Robert M. and F.llen (Bowen)
Thompson, of Plymouth, Mich.,
contributed the money, which will
be used for the new student Union.
Previously, the largest gift given the
University was S2 million for student scholarships, given by Harry V
Frankfather.
lust before Friday's Alumni
Center reception thanking the couple for the gift, the Board of
Trustees voted to name (lie Union
the Bowen Thompson Student
Union.
Thanks to the largest of two of
our very own,'' said University
President Sidney Rihcau. the new
Union will be a place where stu-

dents can socialize and have an
opportunity to build relationships.
He stressed that the University's
goal of becoming Ohio's premiere
learning institution is helped by
having the Union as the heart of
student life, much as the library is
the heart of academic life He also
praised the Thompsons as examples of the University's core values
for "demonstrating the importance
of giving something back to the
community."
The Thompsons spoke about
how important their years at the
University were for their personal
development.
Bowling Green "was a pivotal
point in my life," Robert said. "It's
taken I lien and I to a place where
we can truly help others. It started
me on a path 1 would never have
dreamed possible."
Undernraduate
Student

Government vice president
Rebecca Nieto thanked the
Thompsons on the behalf of the
student body, and University
alumni and comedian Tim
Conway gave a recorded speech
praising their generosity.
"You certainly have embarrassed all of us (alumni) by giving
$3 million," he said.
Katherine Aschemeicr, a recipient of a scholarship established 20
years ago by the Thompsons,
thanked them for enabling her to
go to school. "If it weren't for you, 1
wouldn't be here today. I would
need to be working."
With die help of the Thompsons'
S3 million gift, the student Union
will double in size to about 125,000
Illustration Provided
square feet. The $33 million proLOOKING
AHEAD:
This
is
an
artist's
rendering
of
what
the
Bowenject, begun last winter, is expected
to be completed and ready to open Thompson Student Union is going to look like.
in January 2002.

The Union will house:
The new Bowen Thompson
Student Union will be four
stories tall, and is larger
than the old student union
and the demolished Prout
Hall put together.

- meeting rooms
-

The University Bookstore
a convience store
a pub
a computer lab
a post office

- a copy center
- banking services
- study and TV lounges
- a 250-seat movie theater
- a food court
- the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
- a coftec house
- offices lor student organizations and Student Affairs
- The Off-Campus Student
Center
- The Multi-Cultural Center
and more

Season
brings
crime to
bookstores
8y Anne Moss
Si.'FF WRITER

Mary Beth Murtha BG News

It's the Christmas season and
everyone can use some extra
money and people would do
just about anything, especially
selling stolen property. This is
one problem that area bookstores are facing at the semester's end.
"Students think that selling
back stolen books is an easy way
to get extra money," said Kent
Kokomoor. manager of the
BecGce Bookstore "They never
think they may get caught."
However, bookstores haven't
seen too much activity with
stolen books this semester.
Steve Donnelly, manager of
the Student Book Kxchange
(SBX), said that this particular

WATCHING AND WAITING: The off-campus shuttle, which is now running for its second year, stops at the Education Building Wednesday.

BOOKS, PAGE 2

SHUTTLE: SLOW RIDE ?
Route, money source of dissent and discontent
By Mary Betti Murttia
ASSISTANT EDITOR

—»mr—iron—
SHUTTLE STOP: Students de-board from the shuttle
Wednesday.

1

The University shuttle signpost says the wait is 15 minutes
after 7 p.m. Your watch says it's
24 minutes — and counting.
To students, waiting an extra
10 or even 15 minutes for a ride
when it's cold or raining outside
is a hassle. For the Parking and
Traffic department, it's a struggle
over funds and technology.
Rcid Wickiser, weekday night
shift shuttle driver, said the wait
is caused by the route. The night
route leaves the regular route
after the Life Science building
stop and goes from campus out
to Poe Road and the B.G. Airport,
where aviation and architecture
classes are held. It then makes a
right on Mercer Road, stops at
the Field House, and joins the
regular route at the intersection
of East Merry Road and Willard
Drive, near the Moore Musical
Arts Center and commuter lot 1.
The extra 1.5 miles add at least
five or six minutes to the route,

according to Wickiser, and perhaps as many as 12 "if things get
hectic." Which leaves students
waiting between 20 and 32 minutes for a shuttle which is advertised to run every 15 minutes.
The night shuttle also makes a
loop through Lot 6 Overflow,
which is the gravel lot that
extends past the University stadium. Though this is not part of
the official route. Wickiser said
this is done to pick up people
who have to park out there and
walk back in the dark. Though
there is a shuttle stop at the
Visitors' Information Center, a
walk to it from the overflow lot
could still be the equivalent of
several blocks. That loop adds an
extra two or three minutes to the
route.
Wickiser's solution is to equip
the bus with a pager, which
would cost less than $15 a
month, he said, and would
enable the shuttle driver to eliminate the length of the route
which runs past the airport and

the Field House except for when
students need to be picked up or
dropped off. During the day
route, no buses go out to those
locations, though uie2-RideVan
will, if called.
Wickiser also suggested using
a Palm Pilot or similar device to
help drivers keep track of their
paperwork, and a Global
Positioning Device to ensure
mat the two daytime buses do
not 'follow on each other's tail,"
as they often do.
"1 haven't set out to bring the
shuttle into the 21st Century,"
said Wickiser. "But I know it can
be done more effectively, and I
know the technology, so why
not?" He also stressed that Poe
Road can be dangerous in the
dark; he called it "BG's Beltway,"
citing the fact that car drivers
tend to speed, and that the gravel shoulder could be treacherous
to a bus knocked off its course.
Fred Smith, who's been with

Quiet
hours
muffle
students
By Laura Neidert
STIFF WRITER

Along with the added stress
finals week brings comes the
quiet hours policy.
On-campus students are
restricted from making a lot of
noise starting at 12 a.m. Sunday
Dec. 17 to Friday Dec. 22.
During this time all residence
halls have either 22 or 23 hour
quiet hours, and students and
staff have mixed feelings about
it
"This policy is valuable
because it gives all the residents
a fair chance to study when they
feel more comfortable doing
that, whether it be in the morning or at night." said Danielle
Hicks, Offenhauer resident
adviser.
Freshman business major

SHUTTLE, PAGE 2
QUIET, PAGE 2
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Stolen books sold back for cash
BOOKS, FROM PAGE 1

crime happens all year round.
"Fortunately, il is not as high
this semester," Donnelly said.
"I've experienced worse."
Donnelly failed to reveal exactly
how many cases of students selling back stolen books occurred so
far this semester.
Kokomoor reports that, as far as
crime in his store, selling back
stolen books is a big problem.
"It gets ridiculous at the end of
the
semester
especially,"
Kokomoor said.
Kokomoor explained that there
have been two specific cases in
which students have reported
stolen books and other students
tried to sell back the books.
Thankfully Kokomoor keeps a
list, reported by students who
have had books stolen.
This list kept Kokomoor aware
of the books and he was able to
catch the students who were trying to sell back the stolen books.

Donnelly also uses a similar list
to catch dishonest students.
"We don't ID anyone, so if it is
not reported ahead of time we
have no way of knowing what
books are stolen," said Donnelly.
However
the
University
Bookstore doesn't really have a
problem with people selling back
stolen property, rather the problem is students stealing books,
said lohn Buckenmeycr, director
of the University Bookstore.
"Last fall and this fall there were
cases where students ran off with
books," Buckenmeycr said.
Sgt. lohn Shumaker attributes
this to the University's computer
data system.
"The bookstore's computer
data system is good at detecting
stolen books," Shumaker said.
The University Bookstore along
with BeeGee bookstore both have
called campus police to deal with
certain situations.
However, Kokomoor doesn't
always call in the police.

"It depends on the m-jod I'm
in," Kokomoor said.
So far this year, in those two
cases, Kokomoor has just taken
the books back without giving any
money and kicking the students
out of the store.
But if campus police arc called
in they usually apprehend them,
read the student their rights and
charge them with petty theft,
explained Sgt. Shumaker.
Sgt. Chuck Lewis said that they
handle stolen book cases just as
serious as any theft case.
"Although the dollar value isn't
there, much more work is in those
books," Sgt. l£wis said.
Sgt. Lewis also said there have
been several reports about stolen
books from all three bookstores.
Usually reports of stolen books
increase dramatically before any
school breaks, said Sgt. Lewis.
Usually books are stolen when
students leave them unattended
at the library, Student Recreation
Center or anywhere, said both

Donnelly and Kokomoor.
"It's usually a lack of responsibility on the student's part,"
Donnelly said.
To prevent books from getting
stolen and getting sold back by
the wrong person, the bookstore
managers have some advice.
All stores ask that students
immediately report that their
book(s) are missing. This way
store managers can compile a list
of books to keep watch for.
Not making the bookstores
aware of stolen property is the
biggest problem, Kokomoor said.
Kokomoor would also like students to mark their books.
"It's as simple as circling a certain page number or writing your
name in a random page,"
Kokomoor said.
By doing this it cuts back on
people getting away with selling
back the stolen books.
Finally, and most importantly,
keep an eye on your books to prevent anything from getting stolen.

Residence halls to
enforce quiet hours
QUIET, FROM PAGE 1

and Offenhauer resident Nealy
Sarver agrees. She said, "I just
think we need to respect others
rights to sleep and study. Some of
us actually care about our college
education. We're all adults here
and I feel that we should act like
it"
But, there are some students
who do not like the policy.
"We're not even allowed to ir e
our doors open," said Brittany
Springer, freshman art education
major and McDonald resident.
"People have gotten yelled at for
talking to one another in the hallways and bathroom, which is a little extreme. I can see the point of
it, and it's nice to be able to get
stuff done."
Tom Mcinhardt, freshman aviation major and McDonald resident, feels "Extending quiet hours
is a good idea but 22 hours a day
is a little excessive."
The rule is enforced differently
that perhaps Wickiser was getting thorough all residence halls.
Particularly loud floors can sec
earned away.
Shuttle improvements or stricter enforcement than quiet
changes arc at a standstill for now, floors.
since the budget is firmly in place
and the route cannot be changed.
Students were encouraged by
both Wickiser and Beaupre to email their concerns or suggestions to the shuttle department at
bjim@bgnct.bgsu.edu
I lim
Beauprel
or
slschroCbgnet.bgsu.edu IStacie
I jiriquez. Assistant Administrator
for Parking and Trafficl.

Students question shuttle's lap time
SHUTTLE. FROM PAGE 1

the University shuttle service for
12 years and who currently operates 2-Ridc, said there is no wait at
all.
"It's the same route as last year,"
he said. "It's still 15-18 minutes. I
think [the wait] is just a perception thing When you're bored, the
clock goes really slow."
However, a clocked lap on the
night shuttle on Monday, Nov. 6,
near 9 p.m. — what Wickiser
called a slow night — showed 24
minutes.
Smith said he'd like to have the

money to commit a van to the
route covering the Field House
and the airport, but that they don't
have the money to do that.
According to the University's .
finance web site, the approved
budget for 1999-2000 for Parking
and Traffic is $1.2 million.
Operating expenses are $205,000.
Most of the budget goes to
salaries and non-operating
expenses:
approximately
$900,000.
Smith said that the shuttle
department has looked into the
options
recommended
by
Wickiser, but that they simply

don't have funding this year.
lim Bcaupre, shuttle supervisor,
said that the route includes the
official airport and Field House
stops as well as the unofficial
overflow lot loop because of safety concerns. He said that the shutde serves not only to provide a
ride to those who need it but also
as "an extra pair of eyes" in lesstraveled anas, which could be a
deterrent to crime.
He does not believe that the
shuttle service needs any technological changes and expressed
discontent with Wickiser's suggested improvements, staling

DURING AN AVERAGE
LIFETIME, A MAN
WILL SPEND 3,350 HOURS
REMOVING 8.4 METERS
/VV OF STUBBLE...
SNIP SNIP SNIPPY
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"Beat The Clock" Special
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Monday and Tuesday
5:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M.
The time you call
is the price you pay for a
Large 1-item pizza!
Open Late For Finals Week
Mon.-Sat. We Are Staying
Open Unitl 3 a.m. Just
For You... Good Luck!

826 Main St.

353-7272

■
J1 Large, 1 Topping ■
i2 Larep£heesei Pizza^Qplerofs
I Breadsticks & a
Pizzas
I Liter of
00
I
Expires in 30 days

I
I
I

Expires in 30 days
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lennifer Walls, Offenhauer staff
member said that most residents
she has come across seem happy
with the policy, but there have
been some calls about people
being loud since it went into
effect.
If students are breaking the
rule, the punishment will not differ from being loud during normal quiet hours.
"There should not have to be
any extreme punishment for residents to be courteous and
respectful to one another," Hicks
said.
"During the night, it's not as difficult to enforce because peopie
seem to naturally wind down at
night," said lennifer Walls,
Offenhauer
staff
member.
"During the day it could be harder
because people are used to being
more active."
Walls also said that she feels
that in Offenhauer, residents arc
fortunate to have the opportunity
to come downstairs to the lobby
to be active and make noise if they
wish. There is a pool table, foosball, Ping-Pong and air hockey
tables in the lobby.
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At -40 degrees Centigrade a
person loses about
14.4 calories per hour
by breathing.

this is your life
•late nights out • homecoming • working •
dating • greek life • campus news • classes • studying • scheduling • technology • 1M teams • sports •
the marching band • using the Rec • organizations •
residence hall living • moving in • snack shops •
•GRADUATION*

remember it
* Order your 2001 Key Yearbook today *
* Order before January la to take advantage
of the early order discount price! *

fpi I will take a yearbook for $32.95.
I |
| I will pick up the book next fall at BGSU.
nl will take a yearbook, but I will not be in BG fall of 2001
when the yearbook comes out.
I prefer to pay $32.95 plus $4.75 for postage
and send the year book to :
□ Please Charge my
Bursar Account
Name:.
□ Check enclosed
(make payable to
Address:
The Key)

Student PIN or SS#:
Or Call 372-8634 to place your order!
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CROSSWORD

WORD TO
THE WISE:

ACROSS

1
5 Extra-Wrong
conor thread
10 Poor o*ados
U McKintoyand
Cantor
15 Perled
16 Mb Urgo'ald
17 Clumsy oaf
IB Saying
19 SWfuly
20 Victory
22 Cups o'java
24 Prenxer faDulist
26 Bnng to coon
2/CNc
30 Serv*e charge
32 SWwrng hiss*'
36 Sympaihy
37 Poltalung
39 Both**
40 In error
41 Flonda island
42 urn lot trees
44 Profound
45 Ruhr Valey crty
46 Boozer
47 German da das t
MM
48 Sttrnos Iromfiitr
U) Posrboning
maneuver
i»2 Active beavers
56 Fancy socks
60 Humdinger
61 Otchara Ifuit
63 GofcVscry
64 Sacred mage
65 Removes s*m
66 ICU element
bf Complaint
66 Undulates
69 Catches a
glmpseol

Burning
"Only eyes washed by
tears can see clearly."
- Louis L. Mann
"Never make the mistake of limiting the
visions of your future by
the narrow experience
of your past."
- Dr. Lewis Losoncy

Conspiring and Scheming

i

BOMne

congregation
9 Ropor and bncon
10 Ovemhetms with
nooc
11 Rrver o* Hamburg
12 Fashion
mage/me
13 Comments
21 Snea player
23 Easily upset
?5 Retirement
income
27 Oulpounng
28 Shorvr».i sfcrts
29 Particles
DOWN
31 Induetvne
1 Dagger hanrjo
33 Poet Conrad
? Aroma
34 Legionts
3 Second-largost
35 Land of l uxor
Hawaten island
37 Pullman, e g
4 Sea al a river's
3B Pub order
mouth
40 Enclosing
5 Favors one log
structure
6 CityonlhoSnaho 43 OW English eoc
Rvcr
44 Wrongry convciPO
7 Gender
French sosawr ol

W
-:Mm
w W *

PROBLEMS?
About to trade in
your journal and sketch pad for
the answer to 73 Across?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key. still located on this
very page. We think.
tie 1890s
Fafietge ffi-n
Got hazards
Accoulerrrents
Suportoally
lluenl
53 Reno' subjecl

54 Lotion additive

55 Pour oul

47
49
51
b2

5/ Solitary
58 Somhemmoei
G'oal Lako
59 Game units
6? Shed game Item

OHIO WEATHER
Monday. December 18
AccuWeathel* forecast for daytime conditions. low/hie.h temperatures
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SCARY COLD MAN
i
,—-.—-T~\ ,s.
pfotodo [24/17 ]

Cleveland 26 /22

And you thought it was
cold here yesterday. In
Younqraown

Worthington, Minn.,

ManilMd 27 (21

blizzard conditions and

?G /?!

.

Kmlalyn Shetland BG News

wind chills of 50 degrees
below zero is commonplace.
Holy Wind Chill Batman.

BLATANT EXPLOITS

. Columbus 127 722

D.yton \?b /19

A FORUM FOR CREATIVE WRITING
golden tans and giggles
shrugging, you swallow
lives
don't you realize
ignorance is your bliss
you're licking hypocrisy
smacking your jaw
by not speaking
never screaming
silence is your sixty nine
how it was
shall it ever be
tradition, brutal sadness
Us kissing you
while you're at it
just pul it in your mouth

By Krisialyn Shefvetand

WORD OF THE DAY
APOTHECARY
Pronunciation:
&-'path4-"ker-E
Function: noun
Etymology: Middle English
apothecane, from Medieval
Latin
Date: 14th century
1: one who prepares and sells
drugs or compounds lor medicinal purposes;
2: PHARMACY;
3: Do those shoes on the wire
really mean an apothecary is
present at that house? Or is
that an urban legend?

SAY WHAT?!?
"/ never realized until
lately that women were
supposed to be inferior."
KATHERINE
HEPBURN
ACTRESS, HEROINE,
CHAMPION AND ONE
SAUCY LADY.

How to win friends and
influence people.
You ask why we don't listen when you speak.
oppressing
our
verj
thoughts with youi archaic
voice
You ask why we're not
more "involved".
pushing us away from the
chance to succeed
You ask why I'm crying.
subbing my integrity once
more
You ask why I cower in
Ihis corner.
slamming the door in my
face.
You ask why I won't lake
n anymore.
blessing you with ihe
baptisms] of my hate
You ask why ihis is hap
pcning. gossiping behind
your very own hack.
You ask how

Coarse lingers sending
truth and
Well orchestrated lies.
Powerful hypnosis, ihe
melody of your
Voice. Lulling .me inlo
submission
I'd like lo say I under
stand
Thai these feelings

K* "\' -^| **—U*_jgjF] ££^

«b

C 2000 AccuWeatner. inc

£& £& G£> <$? %£> fiifc H| ££»
Sunny Pt Cloudy

Cloudy

Showtnj

belong
lo me
Like to tell you lies
That I'll follow your

To describe, lo detail, lo
Categorize
Giving Answers
Finding more question in
their stead
I'm walking haphazardly.
Skipping stones, falling
u\cr my
Own clumsy feel.
Cumbersome and sore.
crawling
Ovet broken pieces of my
life
And your voice telling
me.
pointed
Statements, giving me

I say you.
Just put it in your
Mouth
like gasoline dripping
your words could enrage .i
Tire
if only Ihe udlous would
listen
soapboxes decay
podiums falling down
we march under clouds
vacant expressions
affixed smiles

llesh for
M> naked, bleeding

muscles
dripping Ihe tender
membrane, your

Join the crowd ... Get your apartment from
us before it's too late!!!

R*n

Finn*.

Snow

lot

THREE-DAY FORECAST
Tuesday

eyes
Like to find Ihal emotion
That courses Ihrough my
veins
I.ike lo find the words

T-slomi

;'.. A.:.. ,!■.,(■ ,1-.■.

charismatic lead.
To up the lashes of my

I.user

Cincinnati 128 721

Wednesday

Thursday

f&

Oul slowly, tearing
slightly
llnlil a real tear forms.
Pain Ihal I understand
And a destiny I can
control.
I have no crutches.
There arc no drugs to
numb Ihis

*

Snow

Snow

Snow

High: 27"
Low: 18'

High:27*
Low: 12"

High: 27"
low: 18"

Sensation.
Only waxen wings
melting
Under scrutiny, your

ANSWERS

criticism
I'd rip ihis face like
ribbons
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If only lo avoid slaring al
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Eyes, every morning.
Let them eat cake.
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EX,AM WEEK CJRAM SESSION/
Come study for exams al

House for Rent:

Mid Am Manor
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.
(only 7 units left for fall)
Free heat, water & sewer
at these locations

702 Sixth St.
spacious 2 bedroom house
for up to 4 people
ONLY $550/month

BE SURE TO CHECK
OUT OUR GREAT
RENTALS BEFORE
BREAK... THEY ARE
SURE TO BE GONE
WHEN YOUR RETURN!!!

Indian Rivers
702 Fourth St.
(two of these popular
units still available...get
them quickly!!!)

Am
• nanniM-iil

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management - 641 Third #4 BG - 352-4380
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my
To hush the voice
And silence ihe tears.
Protest the very sound of
Admitting my own anger.
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place
Smith Off-Campus Sludenl Center - Moseley Hall, (gr. level)

Extended Hours Beginning
Sunday, December 17.

Open
Sunday, Dec. 17 - Noon to Midnight
M, T, W, R - 7:30 a.m. - Midnight
(Dec. 18-21)

Free Coffee & Snacks • Open to All Students
Sponsored by Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center
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POLL PUBLIC FAVORS URGE TAX CUT
WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans favor a large tax cut,
but aren't so sure President-elect Bush will have
enough public support for his proposed cuts. A CBS
News poll found that 61 percent of Americans favor
such a tax cut, but are divided on whether Bush has
enough public support to pass the initial $460 billion,
five-year installment.

0PIM1
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Ruling upholds university ideals
ANN ARBOR, Mich. — In a
decision that reaffirms the very
Inundation of (he university, U.S.
District judge Patrick Duggan
upheld the University of
Michigan's use of affirmative
action in its undergraduate
admissions policies Wednesday.
The ruling cannot be viewed as
a clear and unwavering victory
for affirmative action; not only
are appeals inevitable and the
case against U. of M.'s law
School admissions still pending,
but even Duggan offered the
vague critique of"any use of race
must be narrowly tailored."
Rut Duggan did write that he

hoped a day would come when
"universities are able to achieve
the desired diversity without
resort to racial preferences." This
is in fact the exact goal of affirmative action — no one intends
it to be permanent. It is less of a
legal issue than a reflection of our
social climate. If affirmative
action is not needed, it means
that the playing field has been
leveled and affirmative action
has solved the problem.
Diversity is one of the components of a world-class institution
of higher learning. The opportunity to examine ideas from as
many viewpoints as possible is

YOU DECIDE
Should affirmative action be
used in University admissions? Let us know what you
think at bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

indispensable to a quality academic environment. How can students better understand the
world when surrounded by people only like themselves?
U. of M.'s admissions policy is
not perfect, but it is fair and
effective. These policies provide it
with a highly qualified and
diverse student bodv. Neither

goal is sacrificed for the other.
The admissions policies simply
acknowledge that race affects the
opportunities people have.
The 3-year-old case, which U.
of M. has spent $4.3 million
defending has been under
tremendous scrutiny by both the
media and colleges and universities nationwide. When two white
students filed suits arguing that
U. of M.'s use of race was unconstitutional and discriminatory
against whites, the eyes of academia turned to Ann Arbor. The
case would be a decision affecting the race-based policies at
many other institutions. U. of M.

should be commended and
thanked for defending its academic atmosphere with a staunch
and intensely committed
defense.
Garnering the judge's attention
was compelling evidence documenting the importance of affirmative action, and thus diversity,
in supplementing a learning
environment.
The university has empirical
evidence on its side. The journal
of Economic Literature recently
published a review of more than
200 studies on affirmative action.
The study specifically found that
black students at select universi-

ties graduate at higher rates than
blacks at less demanding institutions and that Hispanics and
blacks hired under the program
perfonn on par.
As a case that could easily
affect the long-term future of
diversity at higher education
institutions, this victory serves a
major endorsement of the principles of promoting quality education. We can only hope that in
the inevitable appeals that will
follow, judges continue to see the
merit of the system.
The court has ruled not just in
favor of U. of M., but in favor of
equality and academic freedom.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE 'Tis the season for
ON THE STREET
procrastination
Students are
more to blame
than landlords
I'm a student who rents from a
major landlord in town. In
response to the landlord-bashing letter to the editor that I read
last week, I would like to make a
few comments
1. The real problem with offcampus housing is not the landlords, but the students who don't
seem to understand that they
have RENTED... and don't
OWN. The amount of vandalism
I have seen in my apanment
complex (including a broken
window, a broken fire-extinguisher, a trashed mail-table that
I found in the bushes and put
back, and a couch cushion
shredded all over the hallway)
makes me sick.
2. Living off campus is not
about stacking dishes high and
having parties... it is about living
in an apanment. Stacking dishes
a mile high and throwing parties
is simply being unhygienic and
irresponsible.
3. The service I have received
from my landlord has been
great. When my stove stopped
working, it was fixed within five
hours of calling his office. When
the above-mentioned window
was broken, our landlord came
out in the middle of the night
and cleaned up the mess, so that
nobody would get hurt. I just
hope that he charged the person
responsible for the service.
In my opinion, people who
complain that landlords want
their tenants to behave and keep
their places clean are looking at
the situation in a completely
selfish manner. The person taking the risk is the landlord, who
doesn't know you. but is entering
into a business contract with
you on faith (and some parental
credit) alone, lust remember that
when you rent, you are not paying for the ability to disturb
neighbors and amass a collection of moldy dishes — you are

paying for a roof over your head
... a roof that you didn't build and
do not own.
lohn Schutze
schut2e@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Column's focus
was innocent
child's rights
When I first read jeffArnett's
column, my response was quite
the opposite of Jennifer Lake's
and Kathy Bullocks. I thought
that Jeff made a very good point.
Granted, the argument was not
presented in the least offensive
manner possible, but the message of the article remains.
Imagine a new scenario
(which I believe reasonably preserves the integrity of the
intended argument). First of all,
the speaker is now female. The
speaker's mother is never raped.
Instead, she is killed in a car
accident. Miraculously, her
infant son — the speaker's twomonth-old brother — is
unharmed in the crash. Being an
adult and the closet living relative to the boy, she is named the
child's legal guardian. So, the
speaker is left to care for her
brother, alone, while trying to
deal with her own grief over the
loss of her mother. Unable to
cope with the pain of her loss
and the pressures of her
responsibility, she kills her
brother.
The point is, few (if any) of
you reading this article will
claim that the speaker had any
right to do what she did. She
had a responsibility to her little
brother that went far beyond
her own comfort and her
future plans.
Had she, on the other hand,
been facing an unwanted pregnancy, that responsibility
would apparently vanish into
thin air. Ask almost any mother, and she will tell you that
nine months of pregnancy are

easy compared to the 18-plus
years (truly, the rest of her life)
spent raising the child. So, how is
it possible that, since the child
has not been bom, the speaker
has every right in the world to
get rid of it? No, in the first scenario the speaker did not have to
deal with the trauma of being
raped. (But, may 1 add that
many abortions have nothing to
do with the woman having been
raped.) Still, both situations
leave the speaker with an innocent child, put into her possession through circumstances
completely out of her control.
The difference is, in only one of
the scenarios is the child
unquestionably given a right to
live.
I do not claim that I understand what a woman must feel
when she realizes that she is
unexpectedly pregnant. I pray
that I never will. But we must
look beyond the common rationalizations for abortion to realize that pregnant women are not
the only people asked to make
sacrifices that require them to
bring a halt (at least temporarily)
to their future plans. Such a
belief is hardly sufficient reason
for a woman to make a decision
that "she will regret... all of her
life."
Kristna Csaszar
csas2kr@bgnel.bgsu.edu

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG Mews gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length
and clarity. Personal attacks and
anonymous submissions will not
be printed. Send submissions to
210 West Hall or arnettjObgneLbgsu.edu with subject line
"letter to the editor" or "guest column."

Good luck on finals! And remember, The BG
News is hiring for next semester. Positions
are available in all areas, including Opinion!

.'inWest Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403

Phone:
(419)372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edii
Website: www.bgnews.com
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What is the ideal
People on the Street
question?

J

JEN KUNKEL
SOPHOMORE
SFECIAL EDUCATION
"I like the questions
that they put in now."

scon N0RRIS
SOPHOMORE
HISTORY
"Why should students
be forced to live in a
closet, eat nasty food
and pay more for it?"

il
LEAH SCANDY
SOPHOMORE
HISTORY

"Why are there no
fire-safe smoking
hunges on campus?"

DAVID SHELB0RNE
FRESHMAN
COMPUTER SCIENCE
"Asking how the person is and getting to
know that person."

AT ISSUE Why do we always put things off?
In this week of finales, if you're
MATTHEW
taking the time to read this, you
WOLF-MEYER
must be acting the delinquent
and not doing work related to
Opinion Columnist
school. And so, and this is a question that I'm sure you've been
complaining about their bad
thinking to yourself for at least
planning when, like this year,
the past week, why do we do this
grades are due too soon and stuto ourselves, semester after
semester, year after year? Why do dents turn things in too late.
But it can't all be about prowe wait until the last minute to
crastination, so I imagine that
do all this work that we should
some of it has to do with them
have been working on since the
thinking that they are doing us a
beginning of the semester. (The
favor That, with all this time
irony of this column is that it too
from the beginning of the semeshas been postponed to the last
ter until the end. that we'll forge
minute and I'm hurriedly writing
some amazing piece of work or
it to make sure that it gets to
study endlessly for the exam,
press on time.)
when, in fact, every student waits
I was sent an e-mail last week
until the last minute to stan
notifying me of the rash of suiworking on whatever needs to be
cides that occur this time of year
on university campuses. I know
done: We don't have time for anythat it has to do with more than
thing outside of the lifestyle prean abiding homesickness and/or scriptions that we write ourselves
existential despair over the nonunless, like an exam, it's unavoidexistence of Santa Clans, so I
able.
imagine that it must have someSo, if we want to be happier at
thing to do with the pressures
the end of next semester, we
that build up all semester long
could all start working on whatand explode in the anti-climax of ever needs to be turned in at the
exams and research papers. We
end of the semester on Day One,
anange our semesters rather
which we know is an impossibilipoorly, and something should be
ty inasmuch as our instructors
done about it, not only to avert
would like that to be the case. Or
what few suicides actually do
we could plead with our instruchappen because of the resultant
tors to assign things for various
stress, but to alleviate the stress
points in the semester, not alignthat we all feel at this time of year, ing with any prescriptions on the
instructor and student alike.
pan of the academic calendar,
Sure, in part, we can blame our thereby allowing us more smallinstructors: l)o they conspire
stress points rather than one or
together to make sure that no
two large ones, because, really,
one breaks rank and gives a final
killing ourselves over the stress of
exam before Thanksgiving vacaholiday shopping and schooltion? Is it against some unwritten work just isn't an option.
law to have final projects due
So, clip this column out and
sometime in November? lust
keep it somewhere safe until next
think of how nice it would be to
semester rolls around. When you
have nothing to do for class, outreceive the syllabi for your new
side of the normal preparations
classes and see that the instrucof reading and maybe journal
tor has once again calcified the
entries, for the entire month of
exams and/or project around
December...
Spring Break and the beginning
It would be that peculiar kind
of May, pass them a copy of this.
of bliss associated with finishing
Maybe they'll think twice about
an exam or a 20-page paper, and
the syllabus and quickly revise it.
isn't that relief what education is
Or maybe there is a conspiracy
all about?
And so why do instructors do it after all....
(RS. I'm teaching next semesto students, why do they always
make things due at the end of the ter, and before I step into the
classroom again, I need to fix my
semester? I've talked to profesown syllabus — so if you're in my
sors in my long career as a stuclass next semester, make sure
dent, and they confirm that proyou remind me to practice what I
crastination doesn't end with the
preach. Now get back to work')
arrival of commencement day.
Instructors, young and old, put
Matthew Wolf-Meyer can be
of! grading until the end of the
reached at mwolfmeyer&'hotsemester, hoping to enjoy the
maitcom.
majority of it, grade-free, and
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Extends Enormous Gratitude
and Appreciation to
Associated Press Photo

COWS LIVE: Adan and Manuel Miranda, on the left, hook up one of two rows of cows for milking at the
Farmore Farms in Claridon, Ohio. An automated milking machine is hooked up to the cow on the right.

Computerized bands let
farmers watch over cows
from the two milkings the previous day. A drop in volume—each
CLARIDON, Ohio — Tim cow typically produces 65 pounds
Under reached up and rubbed of milk per day — or a drastic
the still-visible stitches on the increase in the milk's salt content
black-and-white hide of Tom might foreshadow health probTerrific, one of 330 cows milked lems.
Each cow on the list receives a
daily at FarMore Farms dairy.
Without the inconspicuous thorough check from workers at
small orange box caked in mud the farm. That's how Tom Terrific
that is strapped to (he cow's left was saved.
The daily report also monitors
hind leg, the recent surgery to correct a twisted stomach never cow activity; spikes in the number
would have taken place, Under of steps taken per day also stand
as signals. A decrease can mean ill
said.
And Tom Terrific would be health. An increase shows the cow
may be in heat and ready for
dead.
Cows in FarMore's milking herd breeding.
"There aren't enough trained
wear computerized bands that
help monitor each animal for eyes on a farm to keep such a
daily milk production, milk quali- close watch on every cow, given
ty and even the number of steps the size of the herd," said Bill
taken per day. The technology, in Ginn, co-founder and partner of
its infancy in the agriculture FarMore Farms with Kristi
industry, allows farmers to keep a Schmidt Burr. "You need all the
closer watch over their herds and tools and you can get to make (his
to better protect their most pre- work and to make it work right.
"Yes, the system was a big
cious resource.
"The fact that she's standing investment, but it was one we felt
here tells you what this computer we had to make."
The $400,000 system was intesystem, that bracelet, has meant
to this farm," Under, FarMore's grated into FarMore's new $2.5
I !■ -i dsm.iii, said while patting Tom million dairy, which opened last
I rific. "A cow might look healthy year. Each of the 20 specially built
a can be but have something milking stations contains a sensor
w ing with her that you normally that reads the leg bands to identify each cow. Information culled
» uldn't find until it's too late."
larger dairy operations across from the five-minute milking sesthe country slovdly are imple- sion is immediately displayed on
menting technology as a manage- a monitor near each station and
ment tool to improve efficiency, automatically entered into the
said John Adams, director of ani- computer.
Systems like the one at FarMore
mal health and farm services with
the National Milk Producers typically are introduced with the
construction of a new operation,
Federation in Arlington, Va.
Adams said the underiying goal Adams said.
For most farmers in northeast
i> to keep cows healthy and milk
Ohio, taking such a step is too
I! wing.
"Look at every cow as a $3,000 cosdy, said Mike Miller, an agent
n.ilk production facility," Adams with the Ohio State University
said. "If that cow gets sick and Extension office in Medina
stops producing milk, or if it dies, County. He said farmers who
that's a significant loss. You have reviewed the option determined
to take a business perspective. You they would not get enough
do everything possible to make money out of the investment,
sure your operation runs at peak given the size of the herds. The
majority of area dairy farms have
levels."
At FarMore, Under receives a fewer than 100 milking cows.
"That sort of technology can
computer printout each morning
identifying any cows showing dra- give you important information,
matic changes in milk production but it's at a cost," Miller said. "For
By John Norton

THE PIAIK DEALER

most farmers in this area, that's
not a cost they can absorb. They
use some less-expensive alternatives to try to improve operations,
but they can't do it on that scale."
Burr admitted there have been
days when she has questioned
whether the system was worth the
expense, particularly after a
recent plunge in milk prices. But
then she hears about an incident
like the one with Tom Terrific, or
an ill cow returning to regular milk
production levels quickly after an
earlydetectionofavirus.
That's when she realizes why
the system is so important.
"This is a long-term investment," Bun" said. "With any business, when technology comes, it's
expensive to make the change
and bring it in. But you do it
because it will make your operation better. This will do that.'1

Associated Press Photo

BRACLET: A cow at the Farmore
Farms dairy in Claridon, Ohio,
has an orange braclet on its
ankle. It will give the farm a
detailed account of the cow's
activity and health.

Utah lawyer faces sanctions from Chiquita case
for any specific punishment when
filing the complaint, Toomey said.
SALT 1AKF. CITY — A former
Ventura declined to comment,
Chiquita Brands International stating he has not yet seen the
Inc. lawyer charged with provid- complaint. He has in the past
ing a reporter access to the denied any wrongdoing.
banana company's voice mail sysAccording to the complaint,
tem faces sanctions in 3rd District shortly after his dismissal from
Court.
Chiquita, Ventura in 1996
George G. Ventura, a Salt Lake demanded money from the comCity attorney, has been charged pany and threatened to release
with unprofessional conduct for information to the press if a settlerevealing confidential informament was not reached.
tion about the Cincinnati-based
A year later Ventura provided
company and "committing a
criminal act that reflects adversely newspaper reporters with numon his honesty, trustworthiness or bers, personal pass codes and
fitness as a lawyer," according to a instructions on how to access the
complaint filed Thursday by the voice mail of Chiquita's top-level
lawyers and executives, the comUtah State Bar.
The
complaint
requests plaint said.
In lune 1999, Ventura pleaded
"appropriate sanctions" against
Ventura, which can range from no contest to four misdemeanor
disbarment to public reprimand, charges of attempted unauthosaid Kate Toomey of the Office of rized access to computer systems.
In exchange for those pleas,
Professional Conduct
However, the office did not ask Hamilton County, Ohio, prosecu1HE ASSOCIAHD PRESS

tors dismissed 10 felony charges
that carried a maximum penalty
of 12 years in prison.
Ventura was instead sentenced
to two years probation and 40
hours of community service.
Former Cincinnati Enquirer
reporter Michael Gallagher
admitted to using Ventura's Wormation to write a series of articles
the Enquirer published in May
1998.
The articles accused Chiquita
of illegal or corrupt business practices, but the company said it was
unfairly portrayed in the stories.
The Enquirer renounced the
stories, fired Gallagher and agreed
to pay Chiquita more than $10
million.
Gallagher was sentenced to five
years probation after pleading
guilty to two felony charges for
illegally accessing the company's
voice mail system.

FALL 2000
SPRINGBOARD COACHES
for
their amazing job of coaching first-year students in
Springboard. Please join us in commending these
fine people 1 or their hard work anc dedication.
Junoisier Allen
Gary C. Anderson
William H. Arnold
Diane M. Amzen
Galen L. Ash
Antoya Lanee' Ashford*
Andrew T. Asmo
Myron Lance Baccus
Trena Baden
Greg R. Bader
Melissa Baker
Ann Ballinger
Russ Baltes
Jeremy C. Banks
Normea S. Banner
Kelly A. Barneclo
Bryan J. Benner
Steve R. Bergert
Brandon Best
Amy Marie Birkemeier
Michael D. Blais
MoUy Blank
Michael J. Bodnar
Valerie L. Boehme
Christine Boes
Deborah Bom
Lindsey). Bourquin
Cheria L. Bowie
Michelle L. Bracken
Andria Pora Braswell
Stephanie R. Brewer
Amelie Brogden
Logan S. Brooke
Iris B. Brooks
Ana Brown
Angela M. Brown
Daniel P. Brown
Marissa Ann Buckholz
Sarah M. Buckner
Jenifers. Call
Khary Khalid Campbell
Terri L. Capellman
Dominic J. Carrozzino
Lindsay Carter
Mike Cavallaro*
Renita Renee Clark
Steven C. Coco
Carl R. Cogar
Thomas Conners
Holliday Converse
Kristin Ann Coombs
David N. Coticchia
Josh Coy
David M. Crafts
David S. Crooks*
Marta Crow
Casandra Culcer
Akisha Lattice Dailey
Michele Andrea Dammeyer
Jarrid R. Danburg
Rebecca L. Danyi
Thomas N. Da vies
Steve Delaney
Ryan M. Diepenbrock*
Michael Drane
Gerald Dugas*
Djisovi Eason*
Jason B. Ellis
Ryan Charles Elmiger
Liz Emans
Jennifer England
Kyle M. Erhardt
German C. Espinosa
Jenny M. Evans
Niyata Sha-Quann Fanning
Stacy A. Fete
Dorothy Firis
Gwenith Gwyn Fisher
Amelia Fleming
Rebecca J. Flintoft
Rachael Fogle
David Adam Foss
Michael J. Francis
Scott M. Frank
Penni S. Friess
Lisa M. Fulton
Lori Ann Gallas
Scott Gallaway
Annaliece M. Gargiulo
Clint W. Gault
Lisa M. Genson
Janice J. Gerda
Rachel L. Gibson
Angelo J. Gomez
Kristi Lee Goodpaster

Scott J. Graham
Rex A. Grasz
Kristi Rae Graves
Ashley S. C. Gray
KatherineM. Gray.
Jamie L. Grove
Valerie Kaye Grubb
Kevin M. Gutekunst
Enrique M. Guzman*
Carol S. Hague
Pamela N. Hairston
Lee Hakel
Milton D. Hakel
Carla R. Hammer
Sharon Hanna
Joseph C. Hannaford
Dean R. Harwood
James Matthew Hawthorne
Todd C. Haydock
Michelle R. Heckman
Gordy F. Heminger
Amy N. Heuman
Jami Diane Heyder
Matthew E. Heyduk
Emily L. Hitchcox
Beth Hofer
Erin Courtney Holler
Gail N. Houtz*
Jennifer S. Hovest
Anna Marie Hoyt
Heath Huber
Charles L. Hughes
LaKeisha N. Jackson
Adam M. Jacoby
Laura Michelle Janci*
Jessica Marie Jenkins
Stephanie G. Jesse
Elizabeth Johnson
Paul John Jones-Pickett
Kimberly Ann Jordan
Laurie K. Jordan
Daniel Kaderly
Matthew Kaderly
Kiana Kailimai
Adam Kanar
Scott J. Kazura
Phil Kennedy
Carol S. King*
Marjory A. Kinney
Leslie C. Kirk
Florence A. Klopfenstein
Jennifer Knox
Sarah C Kosmerl
Amanda M. Kuntz
Susanne E. Lake*
Alicia L. Lamb
Alkeya G Lastery
John K. Lester
Thomas J. Libeg
Kelly M. Light
Melissa D. Liptak
Jerry Liss
Michael Lotz
John Z. Low
Jackie A. MacCartney
Michael R. Madarasz*
Deb M. Magrum
Shanna D. Marino
Benjamin Eric Martin
Matt J. Martin
Heidi Marie MastersSiebenaler
William B. Mathis
Lisa E. Matthews
Julie D. Mawhorr
Jason C. McCarthy
Eleanor A. W, McCreery
Kristie Elizabeth McKean
Jandee M. Mckee
Susan M. McPeek
Ramona B. Menu
Travis J. Mercer*
Nick D. Mikulec
Kimberley Anne Mitchell
Andrew C. Mizsak
Katie Moffatt
David Mohr
Nichole Marie Monroe
Sharon A. Morgart
Rachael R. Moser
Brian P. Murray
Maura S. Murry*
Cortney A. Music
Nathan C. Myers
Linda L. Newman

Robin Norbeck
Kyle N. Novak
Carey Oakley
Jordan H. Ohler
Cindy M. Ott
Wanda I. Overland
Gene Palmer
Victoria K. Parker
Scott Patterson
Patricia I. Patton
Yatika Menjou Peterson
Pamela L. Pinson
Steve J. Podhradsky
LeKisha Y. PoweU
Rachel M. Powell*
Mary Lynn Rogge Pozniak
Catherine Anne Pratt
Sara H. Prendeville
Brandon Hunter Price
Ed Purchla*
Dean Purdy
Marlene A. Purdy
Lena Quintero
KeUy M. Rampe
Ester R. Reese*
Jill Ann Reinhart
Sandra Ann Rieske
Tiffanie M. Riggs*
Jessica A. Rofkar
Christine Mary Rotondo
Jennifer S. Rune*
Adam Hill Sakel
Kennison Nils Saunders
Kris E. Sautter
Michelle F. Schmidt
Richard Landon Schneider
Kimberly Ann Schultz
John Luther Schutze
Nicole LaShawn Scott
Lloyd C. Shelton
Carly Ann Siebert*
Kelly L. Simmons
Kelly Anne Slatterly
Ann Marie Sloboda
Emily Lynn Snell
Erik M. Somers
Sara L. Sova
Scott Jeremy Stadum
Monica E. Stephens
Audria K. Stout
Jason Thomas Strasser*
Melissa A. Sullivan
Stacy M. Sullivan
Brian R. Swackhamer
Linda K. Swaisgood
Jennifer Anne Szostek
Tim N. Tegge*
Jenn Thompson
Kendra A. Thompson
Andrew Seth Tinnin
Kristin Marie Torrey
Maria D. Tracy
Andrew P. Tremsky*
Shawn Patrick Tubb
LaRhonda M. Tucker
Hailey Twardosky
Monica Lynn Utley
Barbara L. Waddell
Laura L. Waggoner
William D. Walters
Cameron J. Walton
Jennifer L. Ward .
Cody L. Warren
Brad C. Weingust
Frances Ann Weiss
Sarah Wenninger
Matthew Werner
Brianna Westrick
Kristen R. Wethington
Daniel C. Wilkins
let) I Williams
Michael Phillip Wilson
Michael L. Wolf
Shawna L. Woody
Can Lynn Yost
Monica L. Young
Kelly M. Youster
Aimee J. Zimmer
And - an additional class.
Andrew P. Tremsky
These Springboard
Coaches coached two
bouncers.
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"PEANUTS" PARADED OFF SHELVES
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — A video of 101 Snoopy statues
from St. Paul's "Peanuts on Parade" flew off the shelves,
leaving 1,000 people on a waiting list for more.
Craig Schulz, son of the late "Peanuts" creator Charles
Schulz, said he had no idea there would be such
demand for the video. He produced only 600 copies.

NATION
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DO YOU NEED $$
Associated Press Photc

DESTRUCTION: A Duncanville Volunteer Fire Department member surveys the damage after a tornado moved through Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
Saturday afternoon. At least 10 people were killed and 38 others injured as a band of twisters roared through the state.

Tornadoes sweep through Alabama

McDonald Dining Center is
now hiring for Spring Semester!

By Jay Reeves
IHE ASSOCIATED CHESS

We have openings for
General Food Service Workers,
Waitstaff. & Cook's Help.

Contact Tina Wagner
372-2771
or ask a cashier
for am application
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Jody Barr
Kate Wagner
Martina Ambrosic I
Cyndi Redman
Blanca Lopez
Stephanie Kopp
Kristi Bruni
Tricia Sendelbach I
Jackie Gilbert
Kristy Boyer
Lindsey Schmidt
Kristen Esasky
Jackie Trigilio
Coleen Batchelor
Erin Gagliano
JennKovach
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TUSCALOOSA,
Ala.
—
Alabama residents will continue
clean-up efforts Sunday after the
state was hit Saturday by a band of
twisters, including one that killed
10 people in Tuscaloosa.
Tornadoes also struck three farflung locales, tearing apart scores
of homes in Geneva, at the south em edge of the state, and in rural
Etowah and Limestone counties
in the north. At least 20 people
were injured in those twisters.
The worst devastation was in a
sprawling trailer park just south of
Tuscaloosa. where most of the
victims were found. Mobile
homes were blown into mangled
piles, some unrecognizable
among the debris.
"We are still trying to find out
how many are unaccounted for,"
said Tuscaloosa County Sheriff
Ted Sexton. "There were people
out there Christmas shopping
and all. We just don't know where
they are."
National Guard troops sealed

-n

si.

off the park as rescue teams
searched the rubble for survivors.
With power out, the search went
on in darkness.
At least 54 people were injured,
and two people were still missing
late Saturday night, Alabama
Emergency Management Agency
spokesman Scott Adcock said.
The tornado had hit at about l
p.m.
"It was roaring and the wind
just blew. You didn't know if you
were going to live or not," said
Myrtle Bowden, who took refuge
in a bathroom with her husband,
lames.
Joe Hayes, 61, said he watched
from his porch as the storm hit a
grocery store under construction,
then lift a small pickup truck and
threw its occupants.
"I saw it coming all the way," he
said. Twelve people who joined
him huddled in his basement survived the storm, but Hayes lost his
roof to the winds.
A tree near where Beverly
Smith's trailer had stood was filled
with orange insulation, the trailer
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peanut mill in neighboring Dale
County.
Dale
County
Commissioner Buddy Stapleton
said he counted about a halfdozen homes hit near Newton. ■
A tornado also swept through
the northern part of the state,
injuring 12 people and damaging
about two dozen homes in the
Ball Play and Coats Bend communities of Etowah County, deputy
emergency management director
John Stoddard said.
There were no immediate
injury reports from Limestone
County, near the AlabamaTennessee line, where seven
homes and three mobile homes
were destroyed and trees and
power lines were toppled by a tornado.
Alabama Power Co. officials
said the storms, which also
pounded the state with hail early
in the day, knocked out power to
about 43,000 customers, raising
concerns because temperatures
across the state were expected to
drop into the low 20s Saturday
night.
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Fast Company will be
closed Monday, Dec. 25Monday, Jan. I for the
holiday season. We will
re-open on Tuesday,
Jan. 2 at 8 a.m.

Have a safe and
happy break!

had been blown off its foundation
and into another tree. Smith, who
had taken cover in the trailer's
bathroom, was hospitalized with
bruises, cuts and chest pains, said
her brother, Kenny Thomas.
"It picked the trailer up," he
said. In nearby yards, the roof of a
pickup truck was caved in. A photograph of a man. a woman and a
child lay in a puddle.
Debris from homes and buildings was scattered along roads
south of Tuscaloosa and was
hanging from trees, many of them
twisted and broken.
In the southern part of the state,
another tornado hit just before
noon, overturning cars and
destroying homes, Geneva Mayor
Warren Beck said.
Geneva County Emergency
Management Agency director,
Margaret Mixon, said eight people were injured, two of them
severely. Five homes were
destroyed and at least 20 others
were damaged.
The tornado also damaged a
textile mill and destroyed a

'5?Fast
Company-

Wishes BGSU students,
faculty and staff a safe
and happy holiday!
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Happy Holidays &■ -jf^J©
Season's Greetings! Ti A
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Fall Semester Break Closing Hours
Dining Centers
Commons Dining Center

Closes 7 pm, Thurs. D*c21

Founder* Keeper* Food Court

Closes 7 pm. Fri. Dec 22

Krelscher Sundial Food Court

Closes 2 pm, Fri, Dec. 22

McDonald Dining Center

Closes 2 pm. Fri. Dec 22

Snack Bar* Convenience Stores, and Restaurants
Closes 1 pm. Sat. Dec 23

Founders Keepers Snack Bar
Oalleu

Closes 2 pm. Wed. D*c20

ft Ml

Closes 11 pm, Mon. Dec 15

Police Employee's Union
wishes everyone a
Safe Holiday period
Enjoy the holidays and don't overdo
the New Years celebrations!
We would like to remind
students that before
they leave 'for break:
• Lock your doors and windows
• If possible, remove any,valuables

Kreischer Shadows
Snack Bar/Plan Shop

Closes 1 am. Thurs. Dec 21

Chilu's Express

Closes S pm Pri. Dec 22

GT Express
Silver River C»<*

Closes S pm Fri. Dec 22
Closes 8:30 pm, Fri. Dsc. IS

Towers West Restaurant

Closss 7 pm Pri. Dec 15; Lunches
will continue until Dec 21

• Register your bicycle
• Don't attach your ID tcyour keys
This message is brought to you by members of the
International Union of Police (IUPA), Local 103

taet Day to Changs Meal Plan for Spring Semester - Jen. 14, 2001
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QUAKE SHAKES CENTRAL TURKEY
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — An earthquake rocked central
Turkey on Friday, and 11 people were injured when
they threw themselves from windows and balconies in
panic, officials said. A spire on a town mosque collapsed, and the quake also downed some utility poles.

WORLD

Patrol fired on in Kosovo
By Fisntk Abrasrri
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo

WALKING THE LINE: A British KFOR soldier serving in the NATO-led
peacekeeping mission in Kosovo patrols the boundary dividing
Kosovo with Servia near the village of Sopare.

PRISTINA,
Yugoslavia
—
Gunmen fired on a joint
American-Russian patrol Sunday
as il tried to seal the boundary
between Kosovo and part of
southern Serbia where ethnic
Albanian rebels have been challenging Yugoslav forces, the U.S.
Army said.
Peacekeepers suffered no casualties in the attack, the first reported against NATO-led troops since
ethnic Albanian rebels escalated
cross-border raids in November.
The joint patrol relumed fire but it
was unclear whether the attackers, whose identity was unknown,
suffered casualties, U.S. Army
spokeswoman Capt. Alayne
Cramer said in a statement.
The attack occurred one day
after a violent incident in northwestern Kosovo, in which Serbs
angry over the arrest of a motorist
set fire to a police station, stoned
vehicles and briefly took seven
lielgian soldiers hostage. Two
Serbs died in the melee in the
town of Leposavic and one was
wounded, raising tensions in this
troubled province.
The U.S. statement said the
shooting attack occurred about
1:30 p.m. as the patrol was trying
to seal the boundary near the village of Gomje Karacevo about 30
miles southeast of Pristina.
Peacekeepers had just detonated a scries of explosive charges to
destroy a section of road believed
used by the militants when they
received small arms fire, the statement said.

"The Multinational- Brigade
East was continuing the boundary closure efforts to prevent the
flow of supplies and movement of
armed ethnic groups across the
border," the statement added.
"No
suspects
have
been
detained."
The new democratic government of Yugoslav President
Vojislav Kostunica has been urging die NATO-led force in Kosovo
to crack down on the ethnic
Albanian extremists of the
Liberation Army of Presevo,
Medvedja and Bujanovac, known
by
its
Albanian-language
acronym UCPMB.
Last month, the rebels killed
four Yugoslav policemen and
seized several positions in the
three-mile-wide buffer zone
along the Yugoslav side of the
boundary. The zone was established in lune 1999 to prevent
Belgrade's forces from threatening
the peacekeepers who took over
Kosovo after the 78-day NATO
bombing of Yugoslavia, launched
to force then-President Slobodan
Milosevic to halt his crackdown
against Kosovo Albanians.
Yugoslav forces cannot use
heavy weapons in the zone, and
so the ethnic Albanians have been
operating in the area with
impunity. They are trying to drive
Yugoslav forces from the area,
which has an ethnic Albanian
majority but is not part of Kosovo.
The incident occurred at a time
of mounting tension in the
province following Saturday's violence in leposavic, about 40 miles
northwest of here in a predomi-

nately Serf) area.
Trouble there started Saturday
when Serb police working for the
U.N.-run Kosovo police force
arrested Vladimir Tomovic, a Serb,
for speeding and possession of
unspecified illegal communications
equipment,
NATO
spokesman Maj. Steven Shappvll
said.
After the arrest, about 200 Serbs
gathered outside the police station, located next to the Belgian
army barracks, and stoned a car.
Shappell said. Protesters seized
seven Belgian soldiers but
released them later.
Shortly
before
midnight
Saturday, a much larger crowd
converged on the police station

again, setting it on fire, destroying
the station and three vehicles,
NATO said.
NATO said Belgian soldiers
fired tear gas and shots into the
air, but two demonstrators were
wounded.
One later died of his wounds —
NATO said the other's life was not
in danger — and a 42-year-old
protester died of a heart attack.
Shappell said an investigation
was launched to determine who
shot the protesters.
Kostunica traded accusations
with Milosevic allies over the
Leposavic
violence,
which
on lined a week before parliamentary elections in Yugoslav's
main republic Serbia.

Associated Press Photo

PATROL Serbian interior ministry JS0 forces patrol in the area near
the ethnic Albanian village of Veliki Trnovac. Yugoslav forces have
been patrolling southern Serbia following clashes with Albanians.
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Spring Semester Opening Operating Hours
December 23.2800 - January 1,2001
All University Dining Services will be closed
(Iparattng Dates and Hoars Subieci It Change)
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Mon.-Fn, Jan 2-S
Sat.Jan 6
Sun. Jan 7
Mon-Wed. Jan 8 - 10
'HiurvFri.. Jan 11-12
Sal Sun.Jan 13-14
Mun.Jan.lS
Mon.Jan IS

7am-2pm
Ctoied
Cloned

MonJan IS
Mi HI J.i11 15
Wed. Jan 17

Noon-7pm
7pm-lam
5pm-8:.tOpm

nnMirnum

Mon.. Jan IS
Mon.. Jan IS
Mon.. Jan IS

Closed
Noon-Mid.
Noon-11 pm

II Extras
IT tell
Tl

Mon Jan
Mon.Jan
Mon. Jan
Wed. Jan

Noon-7pm
Noon-Mid.
7pm I Ipm
ll:.10am-l :.Wpm
Spm-7pm

= —-

'an
imjee—i

f&t.

IS
IS
IS
17

Mon Jan IS

7am-2p
7am-7p
IOam-7pm
I0am-7pm
7pm-Mld.

6pm-Mid.

YOU WILL SAY
www.bgnews.com
any HuestlQnj

FALL 2001 LEASING
Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

Campbell Hill Apartments
• 2 and 3 Bedrooms
• All2 have A/C
• 1" baths
• Full basements

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935Thurstin)
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
Units #48-72 with A/C and fireplace

Heinz Apartments

O

803, 818 N Enterprise, 424, 451 Frazee
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C & Fireplaces

0>

Mercer Manor Apartments

O

www.bgnews.com

One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
• A/C, Fireplaces, and Microwaves

Hours:
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Satunlay (9 am - I pm)

i

make something of yourself

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. Oil 4.1402

C«EEN««IA«. INC.
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CROSSWORD

Tis the
season

ACROSS
t ■_ Not Unusual"
4 Landanand
10 M«*oyancl
Mi»«a
14-_a»aSlranger'
15 Geranwtiaong
16Sono!Judah
17 Memorable time
IB Bombarded
19 tu«an«0t«
20Saoarale

22 Mama man
23 Hankdlw
24 ComOne qu«*ly
28" Hobmeon29 Arab leader

X Commercial.
bdady
33 Plane lent

36 Wear away
37 Ring ot flowers
38 Author ot
Invisible Man'
40 Examring
42 Tavern brew
43 Figure ot speech
46 Moor
46 Red or Yellow
47 Yearning,
48 Uon's Ian
49 Honda
66 Woundedbya
wasp
57 Negative pref.<
58 An poajtion
59 Armed conflicts
60 Peninsula ot

Under the Hat
|»\Velcome, fellow students,
State
University, where the school
tfeiors are contruction barrel
afangc and mud brown.
••The fall semester of 2000
licjpks to bring many a new
(M"(! to the University, much
©fit dealing with confusing
(he returning students.
(Specially the new people,
mllo new people.
'. Using my contacts over
lljis past week, I have pieced
fcgether what might be the
e^anges most likely to give
6kl students whiplash. Take
heed, good citizen.
' " The biggest change hapCening on campus is the new
nion. Actually, it still looks
like a mass of rocks and
metal, much like last semester. Still no pizza.
Also adding to the piles of
rubble is the BG "SuperNet"
construction. The University
hopes to build a Net that is
bulletproof and can leap tall
buildings in a single bound.
The adventures of the Net of
Steel will begin in March.
■ There is also the rumor
that the school mascot is
being replaced. In order to
better reflect the atmosphere
of the campus, BGSU sports
teams will be known as the
Construction Workers, and
the teams will have a new
mascot. His name is Bob.
Even we, The BG News,
are changing. I think we look
pretty. Our website is going
tq change, too. But it hasn't
yet, so you can only get the
crossword answers here.
K£Bowling Green

PorTl.ij,!]

A BUNCH OF KIDS IN MASKS

63 School org.
64 District
65 Rental
agreements
66 Young Scot
67 Bouquet
68 tight beams
69 US Open
winner ot 1994

Over the past summer, the band Slipknot has become a regular on mainstream rock stations. After
three years ot existence, most high school and college students know about the masked metal band.
College students at BGSU also know about another group of coverall-wearing, masked marauders
called SICISIC. Is Slipknot the twisted half-brother of SICSIC? The similarities are frightening.
Slipknot

SICSIC

Industrial coveralls & masks
Resmble inner demons
0,1, 2. 3, 4, 5,6, 7,8
Incite concert-goers to a frenzy
Iowa, the "Hawkeye State"
Really loud, rhythmic music
Song named "Sic"

Coveralls & masks
Resemble pop culture demons
1,2,3, 4, 5,6
Incite sports-goers to a frenzy
Ohio, the "Buckeye State"
Those funny signs
Named SICSIC

DOWN
1 Allhumbs

Number of Syllables
Attiri
Masks
Identities
Purpose
Location
Calling Cards
Miscellaneous

2 Hebrew senpture
3 Kennetn or Bad
4 Small snake
SCamtes
6 MMary salute
7 Whole number

8
9
10
11

Observe
Ma* or KopoM
PoetMananne
Among other
things'Lat
12 Andrew Uoyd
Webber play
13 Slaughter in
Cooperstown
21 ■MyCouaiiVlnny'
Oscar dinner
23 Beats wheat
25 Usurpng
lorcetuly
26 Act the ham
27 Powerful Bend
31 Concavity
32 Audi*; breath
33 Social affairs
34 French pronoun
35 Dokgftts
36 Methuselah's
father
39 Meal scraps
41 Temporary
shelters
44 Bamum's first

About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 48 Down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

name
48 Repudiator
50 Retract one's
words
51 Scandinavians
52 Sufficient
53 Complete

WORD OF THE DAY

SUPER

In order to get the full
effects, make sure to turn the
third page upside down,
memorize the answer(s), then
write it in the blanks.
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la: used as a generalized term
of approval; b: of high grade ot
quality:
2: very large or powerful;
3: exhibiting the characteristics ot its type to an extreme
or excessive degree;
4: a series ot fiber optic
cables under BGSU causing a
lot of construction.
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CLARIFICATION:
Good friends don't let friends go
home with a Coyote Ugly.

Cronounciation: 's0 • pdr
Function: adjective
Etymology: super-

Y»JK'
Enchange
Source otpoi
Unwell
Arthur ot The
Golden G«ia"

OHIO WEATHER

...

ANSWERS

54
55
56
60
61

Monday, Aueust 28
AccuWeather" forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

I Mfchatl Bestul BG *■»■,

Saras: mm slipknot 1 com. late nights at the Union

PROBLEMS?

[ jSjjgajd IM'/M" 1 •

o

o

For those who haven't seen the
movie by that name, here's what
it means:

o

Dayton 85 /65

Coyote Ugly: person so heinous
that you wake up the next morning and you want to chew your
arm off just to get away.

| Cincinnati ett'AW |

<r

Don't let this happen to you.

U

1 Por^moyth jar/M- | Q

© 2000 AccuWeatinw. loc
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Thank You,
The People's Republic olPage 3

Some things never change.
Good old crossword.

Sumy PICtal*

CkuJy

Shown

T-sMma

Ran

FlumaJ

S*»

WELCOME BACK!
University Bookstore

A A A
Saddlemire

Student

Services

(Conveniently located on campus)
Building

New and Used Textbooks
• Special Order Book Service • Children's Books • Best Sellers • Paperbacks
• Study Aids • Magazines • Calculators • Computer Software • BGSU Sweatshirts
and T-Shirts • Art & School Supplies • Gifts • Film & Developing
• Greeting Cards • BGSU Imprint Items • Health & Beauty Aids • Computer Supplies

EXTENDED HOURS FOR FALL OPENING
8/28 Mon.
8/29 Tues.
8/30 Wed.
8/31Thurs.
9/01 Fri.
9/02 Sat.

8 a.m. - 8
8 a.m. - 8
8 a.m. - 8
8 a.m. - 8
8 a.m. - 5
9 a.m. - 5

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

B© charge

Phone: 419-372-2851
Book Information & Software
9/03 Sunday
372-7783 & 372-7782
9/04 Monday (Labor Day)
Art Supplies 372-7784
19/05 lues. - Resume Regular Hours
Gift Counter 372-8498
email: bookstor@bgnet.bgsu.edu

CLOSED

Now Accepted at the:
• University Bookstore
• Firelands College
Bookstore
You must have a signed
authorization card on file.

REGULAR HOURS
Mon. - Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed

The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose of supplying the students with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply your college needs.
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Browns lose again Redd could help Urban strong fit
BROWNS, FROM PAGE 8

coach as the Titans plowed to a
24-0 win over the Cleveland
Browns.
The Titans (12-3) won their
third in a row and moved a little
closer to winning the AFC Central
and clinching home-field advantage throughout the playoffs.
Tennessee can clinch home
field with a victory on Christmas
night against Dallas.
Going back to Nashville will be
a treat after spending a frozen
Sunday on the shores of Lake
Erie.
By kickoff, the entire field was
covered with snow, and gusting
winds dropped the wind chill
from 20 degrees to a numbing
minus-10. The snow hardly let up,
and players on both sidelines
crowded around space heaters.
Bad blood between the teams,
fueled by comments Titans tight
end Frank Wycheck made after
their Nov. 19 matchup, kept
things warmer. Titans safety Perry
Phenix was ejected for kicking
one of the Browns.
Wycheck. who said the Browns
"didn't belong on the same field as
us" last month, was involved in a
pair of skirmishes.
George scored two of his TDs in
the first half when the conditions
weren't quite as brutal. Unable to

throw in the blustery conditions,
the Titans figured the safest way
down the field was to give it to
George 25 times and watch him
run.
George rushed 25 timc-s for 115
yards in the first half. A toe injury
prevented him from practicing all
week and he was slow getting up
after a 3-yard run on the final play
of the third quarter.
But just moments later, George
broke off a 35-yard TD run to
make it 24-0. George also scored
three TDs when the Titans beat
the Browns on Nov. 19. and his
sixth 100-yard rushing game this
season gave him a career-high
1.426 yards this season.
Fisher, in his sixth season as
Tennessee's coach, won his 60th
game and passed Bum Phillips as
the winningest coach in team history. Fisher is 60-45 with the
Titans. Phillips went 59-38 in six
seasons coaching the Houston
Oilers, who later moved and
became the Titans.
Titans kick returner Derrick
Mason set an NFL single-season
record for all-purpose yardage.
Mason had 102 yards, giving
2,578 and moving him past Lionel
James, who had 2,535 for San
Diego in 1985

Redds uncles, Ray Redd him that I have grown up now,"
(1984-87) and Ronnie Redd Redd said. "At the time, when I
(1991-94) were big parts of the was making my mistakes, I didBG winning tradition. Ronnie n't understand why. I wanted to
still holds the school record put the past behind us because
with 27 touchdown receptions when I came back here we both
and is apart of the Falcons two didn't know that he was going
Bowl Championships.
to resign."
Robert began to emulate his
Now. with a new coach in
uncle's success. Despite only Urban Meyer and his talk to
playing nine games, he was sec - open up the offense. Redds face
ond on the team and 10th in the lights up like a thunderstorm at
Mid-American Conference in night. Redd can go on endlessly
receptions. He was also tied about how excited he is for next
with running back Godfrey season to start. He believes this
Lewis for die most touchdowns might be the team that did
with six.
what his Uncle Ronnie did in
"Athletic-wise, I've never had 91" and 92'.
any problems." Redd said. "It's '
"Everybody here is sick of losalways been problems off the ing and everything is falling into
field. In that part of the game, place," Redd said. "We are going
people are going to see a more to be a great offensive and
grown up Robert Redd. On the defensive team. I feel like this
field, people are going to see a could be the year that we could
more experienced and produc- win a MAC Championship
tive Robert Redd. In the offsea- After we start getting some W's
son, there isn't going to be a on the board and we can bring
limit to the stuff I do to make some more fans in."
myself and my teammates betRedd is especially thankful to
ter."
Casey Plunkett and family and
"It hurt when I left and took friends who made it possible
away a part of me." Redd said. "I for him to come back to the
was glad that I got to see some- Univeristy financially.
thing new, but I was leaving the
Redd left what he calls his
people that I came here with. home and realized that he
Now that I'm back, I'm excited." made a mistake. Now welThe first thing Redd had to comed back to the team, he
take care of when he came back wants to make sure he makes
from Louisville was to settle his the most of his second chance.
differences with Blackney. Redd Redd said he is now on a missaid that there was a lot of mis- sion.
communication between him
"My mission is to show the
and the former coach that coaches and my teammates
caused most of the problems to that this time around it's not
begin with.
going to be no joke," Redd said.
"I apologized to him and told
"I'm back and I'm for real.

CASS. FROM PAGE 8
season.

Under the heading "desperate times call for desperate
measures." Palmer shattered
his offensive mold against
Philadelphia last week, lining
up three different players under
center: Doug Pederson, Kevin
Johnson, and Dennis
Northcutt. Of the three,
Johnson presented the most
intriguing possibility.
He was recruited by Syracuse
as a quarterback, but was
pushed to wide receiver when
the Orangemen brought in
Donovan McNabb. He showed
his ability to throw a football
had not waned almost immediately, airing out a deep pass
intended for David Patten in
the first quarter, although it
took a leaping swat from Patten
to prevent an interception.
The plan worked. I he
Eagles' defense was kept on
their heels almost all day. and it
took nearly 400 yards of passing by McNabb for the Eagles
to win, 35-24. Palmerclosely
guarded the element of surprise by giving the Eagles any
number of looks at the line of

By Barry Wikier

Associated Press Photo

WIN: Tennessee Titans' running back Eddie George tore up the
Browns' defense Sunday for 176 yards and three touchdowns

EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ. —
If the Detroit Lions ever want
to move outdoors, they should
consider relocating to the
Meadowlands.
Detroit kept its postseason
hopes alive and severely damaged those of the New York Jets
on Sunday with a sloppy 10-7
victory. Trie Lions, who beat the
other Meadowlands tenant, the
Giants. 31 -21 a month ago, rode
the strong rushing of James
Stewart and some key takeaways.
Stewart gained 164 yards on
37 carries. He also fumbled
while diving toward the end

TheChief87@aol.com

To check BG scores and
read game stories over
semester break, go to
BGSUFALCONS.com
,\on ,\on AOIl AOII AOI1 Aon AOII AON
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Detroit stalls
Jets in 10-7 win
»P 1 OOIBUtt WRITER

scrimmage, and a Browns
offense that didn't even cross
midfield against Jacksonville
suddenly looked rejuvenated.
The fans' response was
enthusiastic, and the Plain
Dealer, which had been the
main conduit for Palmer criticism in the weeks previous,
was suddenly lavishing him
with praise for putting fun back
into his football team.
Meyer, coming from a storied program like Notre Dame,
knows that the bottom line is
winning. Only wins will build
and consistently maintain a fan
base, regardless of how you
win. But for a coach entering a
program that has definite popularity problems in Its own
hometown, let alone the surrounding region, he should
keep a page clear in his playbook for dramatic and unexpected plays. While he's
rebuilding the program, they
will at least give fans something
to talk about until the next BG
berth in the Motor City Bowl.

Welcome* Cty Newest MembenA

zone from the New York 1 with
5:43 to go. But guard Jeff
Hartings dived on the loose ball
for the first touchdown of his
five-year career.
That was enough when John
Hall missed wide left on a 35yard field goal attempt with
nine seconds remaining.
At 9-6. the Lions still need
help to make the playoffs. But at
least they have a chance.
So do the Jets (9-6), but they
must win at Baltimore next
Sunday or get lots of help elsewhere. After a 4-0 start, the Jets
have been mediocre, and they
were much worse than that on
offense Sunday, with some very
strange play-calling.

Kristin Aerni
Coleen Batchelor
Kristin Colella
Shannon Davis
Erin Gagliano
Wendi Gaits
Kerry Hazard
AOII AOII

Blanca Lopez
Maureen O'Connor
Rochelle Perez
Karen Roberts
Lindsey Schmidt
Laurie Wolf
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353-MEGJK6342)

BRAIN FOOD

The Love Boutique

%*. Su^aio "touyi. &Kt#f &mi. & fy

EVERYTHING FOR THE UNINHIBITED COUPLE

Novelties, lingerie. Toys, Gels,
Boots, Shoes, Videos, DVDs,
Leather it Much More
WE NOW HAVE PLUS SIZES!

9

\$2.00 Video Rentals f^
I TUESDAY-THURSDAY

SALE! SALE! SALE!

25% Off Everything
in the store!

FALCON SPECIAL

8

I Large Mopping Pizza
plus 1-8 Piece order of Twisty Bread

%

Vufi "Dial SI. 00 Zxtui

PICK 3 FOR siQ

DEC. 18TH & 19TH
For your Last Minute
Christmas Shopping!

1-10" 1 -Topping Ptaa
1-» Ptoc« Ordor of Cinnamon Sticks
1-4 Pfoco Orator of Choosy Broad

fir UDESMAGA.'i'JiS A SAIE ITEMS

ATMfJ^pg USE OUR SEPARATE ENTRANCE

l-« Pl.c« Ord»r of Twisty Imod
1-2 Lltor of Coko or Sprit*
3-20 01 Borllos of Fop

Bxtia 16cc6 0uut . 75 UMU Sxtia

135 S BYRNE RD. TOLEDO 531-0079 WWW.DEJAVU.COM

BG Barbershop
Serving Faculty, Students, and Staff for over 100 years.

FMMdftfS OpBratJng Hours for Break
-.NfMriltetRMDitrtl enmo eafoy a warra meal with us.
liNHnFtiiCiin

Lorring Todd, Jr. Tom Snyder Dick Converse

39 years

35years

48 years

In the LeGalley Insurance Building
412 E. Wooster Suite B
Look for the Banner
Appointments &
Walk-ins Welcome

8

Mon.-Fri, Jan 2-5
Sat. Jan 6
Sun. Jan?
Mon-Wed, Jan 8 -10
Thurs-Pti. Jan 11-12
Sw-Sun.,JM 13-14
Mon.Jan.l5

7am-2pm
Closed
Closed
7»m-2pro
7«m-7pm
Wfin-'pm
|0«m-7pm

MonJanl5

(parking in rear)

352-3316
Hours:

Isaflllnlfticsntari

TMsd<Ti,Jamiaryl6rji

8:30-12:00 pm 8:30-5:30 pm
Closed
Saturday Mon.,Tue.,Thur.,Fri Wed. & Sun.

»-

Travel
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas &
Flonda. Now hiring campus reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours com
#111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals. Parlies! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
springbreaktravel com
1-800-678-6386

Management Inc.

FALL OPENINGS /
SIGNING LEASES
NOW
Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis. I082 Fairview.
I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrm washcr/drycr hook-up
Slarts ai $390-Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
IIII I Mi \1 1 TOWNIIOLSK
3 Bdrm/Full Basements
Air Condilion/Dishwashcr
Garbage Disposal/2 Baths
washer/dryer hook up
Slarts ai $975 - Call 353-5800

<rtfE#CA
M.in:ij;iiii«nt Inc.

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Studios and Large I Riirrm
Laundry on site
Starts at S250-Call 353-5800

/SflfcCA
Management Inc.

Ileinzsile Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition

Dishwashcr/Oarbagc Dispoial
2 Bdmis have wisher/dryer in then:
Starts at WlOCall 353-5800

Travel

Wanted

Help Wanted

#111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel .com
1-800-678-6386

6 commencement tickets needed.
$5-10 each Call 873-1126
ASAP! Spacious 2 bdrm. apt in Hillsdale. Lease starts Dec. 23rd. Call
352-5772.
Female subleasers needed lor summer of 2001. New house on Third
St. Call 372-4924.

Attention All Men:
Alpha Gamma Delta needs a nice.
responsible man to become the
house steward (or the Spring 2001
semester. Interested?
Call Erin at 372-3406.

Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air, Free Food, Drinks and Parties! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Mazatlan & Florida. Travel Free and
Earn Cash! Do It on the Web! Go
lo StudenlClty.com or call 800293-1443 for into.
Spring Break!)! Cancun. Mazatlan,
Bahamas. Jamaica & Florida. Call
Sunbreak Student Vacations for
info on going free and earning cash.
Call 1-800-446-8355 or e-mail
salesOsunbrMks.com.
Wanted Spring Breakers! Cancun.
Bahamas, Florida. Jamaica & Mazatlan. Call Sun Coast Vacations for
a Iree brochure and ask how you
can organize a small group & Eat,
Drink, Travel Free & Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642 or e-mail
soles •."4uncoastvacotions.com

Stopbs OWOffiCC ai 1045 N.
MainSl tor complete listing or
Call 353-SSM.
v»v.v..»cntl.org/~mei'ta

Call 354-6713.
Need 1 graduation ticket Will pay
$50. Call 419-666-0801 Ask for
Rhonda or leave a message. Collect
calls allowed.
Need graduation tickets
Will pay
Call Scott, 352-5580.
Needed, a roommate to share a
large apt from May 2001 -May 2002.
A neat, non-smoking female who is
somewhat quiet is preferred. Will
have own bed & bath Please call

353-6243.

Personals
Alpha Omicron Pi
Congratulates Colleen Pagano on
her pearling to Rick Buck.
Alpha Omicron Pi
Congratulates Jennifer Walls on her
pearling lo Jay Booning
Atlll AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII
Alpha Omicron Pi congratulates
Jen Dembinski on her engagement
to Jason Bostic

AOII AOII Aim AOII AOII AOII
BGSU Mom & Dad Sweatshirts.
Tee-shirts. Hats. Also. Grandma,
Grandpa, Sister. Brother,
Aunt. Uncle
Collegiate Connection
405 Thurslin
352-8333
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS AND SCOREKEEPERS
NEEDED SPRING SEMESTER
APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE MUST COMPLETE TAKEHOME RULES TEST AND ATTEND
MANDATORY CLINICS CLINICS
WILL BE HELD JAN 23 AND 24
Pregnant? Gel Tested
Confidential, professional service.

354-4673 BGPC
Wool sweaters. $20.
Wool gloves. $4 00
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St

M ITI.II:< inrnt Inc.

WilliiH House Apis. 830 Fourth Si
l/bdrm Air Condition
Disrmusher/Cijrhuge Disposal
Starts ai $400 - Call 353-5800

Female sublsr. needed. Own room.
Move in now, rent starts Jan.1. $218
< utilities Call Amanda al 354-8271.
Graduation tickets needed.
Will pay!
Please call Jon at 352-3883.
Need 1 female roommate ASAP.

Wanted
1 Housemate needed, own room;
new house; close lo campus, clean
353-2301
1 roommate needed, own room,
new house, close to campus, garage 3541021
2 tickets (or Dec graduation Sue
419-666-2612

Sblsr needed ASAP. M or F to live
with M S F House close to campus
Own rm & bath $185 mo . util
352-7305.
Subleaser needed ASAP $225 ♦
util. & gas 354-1671.
Subleaser needed ASAP. Own bedroom & bathroom. Male or female

Call 354-1834.
Subleaser needed spring semester.
Columbia Courts 1 Call 352-0002
and ask for Ryan.
Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm apt. Call
Andrew at 352-4890
Very nice 1 bdrm apt. with dishwasher. AC, avail Jan. 1st lo sublease Ihrough Aug. Call 352-4799
Wanted 1 or 2 lemale subleasers
for spring semester. Close to campus S145/monih . utilities 3531758

Help Wanted
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
$6/HR STARTING PAY
3 shifts available
A Shift 7.00am - 10 00am
B Shift: 10 15am - 1:15pm
C Shift: 1.30pm - 4:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703
Babysit professor's preschoolers
and do light housekeeping in our
Perrysburg home 11-3 MWF. or 3-7
MW, or TR afternoons 372-8111.
Babysitter needed starting in January in Perrysburg lor 6 mo old boy
M-F. 8am-4pm Will accept combined sitters Call 419-873-8398

Clerical Assistant, Successful applicant will assist the Director of SBDC
Program of the Small Business Development Center dies, records, and
controls. Clerical Assistant will help
research and set up of training sessions as needed; help with compiling reports and documents as assigned. Major requirements: Microsoft Word, Excel, Outlook. Must
possess good organizational skills,
and be very flexible. Contact: fligor@bgne1.bgsu.edu.
COMMUNIO
Marketing Co. needs energetic
aggressive, organized, good
dresser, to sell pan or full-lime.
Great work environment, benefits.
Commission. Immediate opening.
Send resume to 408 Bancroft
Suite 3, Toledo, OH 43620
Computer Assistant. Seeking qualified individual to assist instructor
with computer classes Must be
available Tuesdays. (7:45am5:45pm) beginning January 23,
2001. through February 27. 2001
Successful applicant will be computer literate and possess understanding of computer functions. Classes
will meet weekly in West of Toledo
Please contact Mary 419-372-7880
for more information
EARN SS NOW AND WORK IN
CANCUN SUMMER 2001!) Student
Express. Inc. is now hiring students
interested in earning SS working
from home now and in Cancun summer 2001 by promoting the BEST
Spnng & Summer student travel
packages to your alma mater or
your area schools For SS and a
working experience you will never
forget in Cancun this summer, contact Dean Longway at 1-800-2589191 exl 105or dlongway@studentexpress com.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students wont here Starting pay is
S5 30 per hour with an automatic
S 25 per hour increase to $5 55 after
100 hours of service with the company These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small pails Apply in person between the hours of 9 00am and
5 00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC . 428 Clough Street
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
'.■<■■ ■ - ■' ■ i iho railro.nl tr.ick:;
Need a babysitter lor 1 hr M-F
mornings. 8 00-9 00 starting Jan
15. $25 a week in pay. if interested.
call Karen O 352-2850
Office cleaning, evenings over
Chnstmas break 10-12 hrs/week.
own trans required Call 352-5822

The Technology Infrastructure Project - Building an Electronic Community

Where we stand
department contacts to finalize voice terminal

their first taste of the University's new data

(telephone) selection—a process that will

network during spring semester, when a number

continue until the end of March.

of buildings will be switched to the BGsupernet
The conversion is scheduled to begin in the

A REMINDER: Hayes Hall's third-floor computer

first building, Hayes Hall, on Jan. 3. In the process,

center, including the campus network and the

each computer and other network device will be

mainframe, will be shut down Dec. 26-27 due to

disconnected from the old network and

work to complete the emergency power system

connected to its high-speed successor.

for the building.

Other network "core" sites (Kreischer

will complete the tie-in of the emergency power

TV) will make the transition next, followed by

system for the new networks being built via the

buildings in the southwest corner of campus.

technology infrastructure project.

in the core and southwest buildings. It is

Weekly BGsupernet updates will resume in
"The BG News" on Jan. 16. More information about

including McDonald,Offenhauer,Overman Hall,

the project is available on the Web at

and the Psychology and Physical Sciences

www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet.

www.phiiair.cQm
Call today.

Wanted: Dancers, waitstaff, apply
after 5pm, 5801 Telegraph, Toledo,
OH or call 419-476-6640

For Sale
S25 obo for single bed w/mattress &
boxspring. Call 873-1126.
1/4 karat women's wedding set. engagement ring & band. Call 3546713.
1996 Oldsmobile Achieva SC
2 door, automatic, A/C. cruise,
cassette 108,000 miles.
S5,000obo 373-6039 after 6:30pm.
AC/Fan/Furniture/mattress & boxspring/table/chair/micro. Throw
away price. Call 354-6607
Holiday gift ideas. The Pet Place,
Pets & Supplies, 106 E. Napoleon.
352-2282.
HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1800-719-3001 ext4558

For Rent
"Houses & Apts. for Rent"
Filling fast, school yr 2001-2002
Office, 316 E Merry #3
Listings avail. 24 Mrs or will mail.
Call 353-0325, 9-9.
"Starting end of Dec. 2000"
Apts efficiency or rooms avail.
Good rales avail 353-0325.
1 or 2 Housemates wanted immediately Own bedroom, month to
month lease. $290 plus utilities, no
pets 353-7642
1 roommate needed for spring
semester S300/mo NO utilities to
be paid! Own room and full use of
house including laundry! Call Adam

Q 352-5580
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only

$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen

Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
Apts for 2001-2002 school year
1 to 3 person-12 mo leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710
No calls after 8pm

2 female subleasers needed lor
Heinzsite Apts. Close walk to campus. Apt includes 1 1/2 baths, dishwasher, washer & dryer.
$212.507mo. + utilities Contact Enn

at 354-4073 or 352-9560.
Available Aug 15 2001 11 1/2 mo.
lease required, close to university:
3 bdrm. house, $650 + util.
3 bdrm apt. $550 * util
1 bdrm apt. $300 + util

C—666-4661.
BOWLING GREEN
COMMERCIAL SPACE
-3.200 sq. ft.-16l6 E Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium & Rt 75 S8 65/sq
ft—*■ cam/nnn
-2,200 sq, ft-1616 E. Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium & Rt. 75.
S8 65/sq ft - * cam/nnn
-1,200 sq. ft.-Professional Office
Space. Convenient Location with
parking
-Industrial Lease-Will build lo suit up
to 30.000 sq ft. Woodbndge II al Rt.
75
Mecca Management Inc.,
419-353-5800.
Charing Cross Apartments has short
term leases. Call about our winter
time special. 352-0590
Female roommate needed ASAP

354-1605
Ask for Haley
HOT TUB w/separate studio apt
avail. Jan. 5. 353-2301.
House for rent May 2001 -May 2002.
236 Troup St. $1000 per mo. plus

util. 352-6647.
Houses for Rent: All 12 month
leases, tenants pay utilities, security
deposit & parental guarantees.
734 Elm--Lg. 3 BR. 2 bath.
S8007mo. available August 18, 2001,
352-1662
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR, S650 available May 23, 2001.
316 Ridge(Rear)»1 BR. $350 available May 15. 2001. 353-1277
217 S. College -3 BR, $650 available May 21. 2001
201 Georgia-2 BR. S575 available
January 15,2001.
128 Manville 4 BR. 2 Bath $975
available August 20, 2001, 3523492.
Phone 354-2854
Houses, 1, 2, & 3 bdrm apts. beginning May '01. 9 & 12 mo. leases.
352-7454.
New house for rent, avail, in May, 3
bedroom, garage. A/C. dishwasher.

close to campus 352-0717.
Now signing leases for summer or
fall. 2 bdrm furn. 704 5th St 3523445.
Subleaser needed, spacious efficiency, right across from campus.
Call 352-7206
Subleasers needed for two bedroom
apt, between campus and bars. Call
352-9560

The Key is the gift that
keeps on giving. Capture
your college days forever
with this year's yearbook!
Capture the yearbook at it's
early order discount price
before January 1, 2001.

Installation of cable is substantially complete
ongoing in the northwest portion of campus,

CFII-Accelerated courses.
800-99-PILOT.

4 bedroom house, central air. washer/dryer, furnished, available 1/1/01
or 8/15/01. Call 353-0325.
1 subleaser needed 2nd Street Studio. Call Ryan at 352-2312.

10 Years from now, your playstation
is a 50 cent buy at a garage sale.

The work being done during the shutdown

Quadrangle, the Technology Building and WBGU-

LEARN TO FLY
In sunny Daytona Beach. Fl.
Winter weather is coming soon
Will you be flying?
Time is valuable.
Consider spending one
semester flight training in Flonda
Waste no time.
Train wilh PhilAir Flight Cenler-FAA
141 Approved Pvt. thru

For Rent

Looking for the perfect
holiday gift?
Playstation 2? - forget it!!
2001 Key Yearbook - Definitely

www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

Parts of the Bowling Green campus will get

Help Wanted

buildings. Cabling is starting in the Fine Arts
Center, and in January, will begin in other
buildings surrounding Kreischer.
Installation of cable and the accompanying
wall plates called Bowling Green Information
Connections (BICsl will continue into next fall,
when the data-network conversion will be
complete.
Continuing, too, are preparations for planned

I

uses of the new technology infrastructure,

I I will take a yearbook lor $32.95.
will pick up the book next fall at BGSU.

□

including:
•A Web portal, enabling more Web-based
services for students.
•Portable labs on carts that will take laptop
computers to students in their classes.
■Digital video, which will, among other

I will take a yearbook, but I will not be in BG fall of 2001
when the yearbook comes out.
I prefer to pay $32.95 plus $4.75 for postage
and send the year book to :
p|ease Charge

things, allow faculty to place video files of
lectures or other class-relevant materials on a
server where students can watch the video at
their convenience.
Plans are also proceeding for the transition
to the new voice system over fall-break weekend
next October Beginning next month, infrastructure project representatives will meet with

my

J Bursar Account
This scene, of cable snaking down a hallway
in Hayes Hall, has been repeated in about
25 buildings so far and will be seen in many
more before the cabling portion of the
project wraps up next fall.

BGSU

Name:.
Address:

□ Check enclosed
(make payable to
The Key)

Student PIN or SS#:
1 I

\ R II (> () k

2.

